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stop shop for all things from your favorite brand Inky black, he can wear this on weekends and in office . The material is stretchy, while the denim has a never fade quality, so that after many wass it does not turn grey. For sale: 40 dollars (originally 50 usd); oldnavy.com. Yahoo Lifestyle's editors strive to
find the best products at the best prices. Sometimes we can get a share of purchases made through links on this page. Get jeans for as low as 15 dollars now at Old Navy. (Photo: Getty Images) When mid-August/early September comes, it's time to buy new jeans. Almost like a clockwork, this time, right
between summer and autumn, has tons of sales from the stores ready to rid their shelves of summer items and replace them with dainty autumn alternatives. But unlike sundresses and tank tops, the jeans that are marked around this time are perfect for wearing all year round. The first of many jeans
sales is underway – and it could be the cheapest of the year. At the moment at Old Navy, you can find jeans halfway and as low as 15 dollars (that's two Chipotle burrito bowls). Not only are they affordable, they are also perfect in style for this autumn. Better yet, Old Navy men's and women's jeans come
in virtually any size, including large and dainty sizes for women and large and large sizes for men. Whether you're boot cut and durable for workdays or flamed and trendy for special occasions, these jeans are perfect for autumn weather. Find some of our favorite fashions below: Men's Rigid Boot-Cut
Jeans For MenRigid Boot-Cut Jeans for Men. (Photo: Old Navy) The light fades along with the multidimensional tone for an old-fashioned jeans that were practically made for football days. Combine the pants with an Alma Mater Crewneck and you've got a tailgate look in just two steps. Shop it: Rigid
Boot-Cut Jeans For Men, '20 (was 40 USD), oldnavy.comTwill Five-Pocket Boot-Cut Pants for MenTwill Five-Pocket Boot-Cut Pants for Men. (Photo: Old Navy) Khakis are great for any occasion, whether it's work or play. The mid-tone of these khakis can work with both warm and cool colors, so that they
can pair clothes well with any season. The boot cut style allows the pants to rest gently on any type of shoe, even low-rise sneakers like vans or high-tops Converse.Shop it: Twill Five-Pocket Boot-Cut Pants for Men, 15 USD, oldnavy.comSlim Built-In Flex All-Temp Jeans For MenSlim Built-In Flex All-
Temp Jeans for Men. (Photo: Old Navy) Let the slender slender Jeans's name turn you away from this style. The slim jeans, which fit closer to the legs (but don't look like skinny jeans), come in tons of sizes, including large and large. A tighter fit to your leg can make your figure slimmer while also making
your look more modern and stylish. Buy it: Slim Built-In Flex All-Temp Jeans for Men, $30 (was 60 usd), oldnavy.comStraight Rigid Jeans For MenStraight Rigid Jeans For Men. (Photo: Old Navy) Darkwashed jeans are an essential tool for autumn fashion. As you can see in the photo, darker jeans make
brown shoes and white shirts pop, and they are the perfect compliment to flannel shirts. The straight fit of these jeans makes them comfortable yet flattering and shows the shape of your legs without clinging to them. For colder days, the straight-legged jeans have a perfect boot cut, making it easy for the
floor to stick or hang without getting wet with rain or snow. Shop it: Straight Rigid Jeans For Men, No. 15-18 (was 30 USD), oldnavy.comWomen'sMid-Rise Super Skinny Ankle Jeans for WomenMid-Rise Super Skinny Ankle Jeans for Women. (Photo: Old Navy) If you choose to wear jeans for the rest of
your life, it should be this one. The dark (but not too dark) underwear is perfect to pair with any color top or shoe, and can be put on much easier than a light or medium-colored jeans. Along with all the stylish details, the cotton blend of jeans makes them super comfortable, stretchy and durable. Shop it:
Mid-Rise Super Skinny Ankle Jeans for Women, No. 15 (was 35 USD), oldnavy.comHigh-Waisted Power Slim Straight Jeans For WomenHigh-Waisted Power Slim Straight Jeans for Women. (Photo: Old Navy) With a super trendy cut and relaxed style, these jeans are perfect for casual Saturdays at the
flea market – or really for any occasion. Add a feminine touch like a blouse to contrast the relaxed jeans and create an outfit that's drool-worthy. Shop it: High-Waisted Power Slim Straight Jeans For Women, No. 28 (was 45 USD), oldnavy.comHigh-Waisted Power Slim Straight Jeans For WomenHigh-
Waisted Power Slim Straight Jeans For Women. (Photo: Old Navy) The idea that white jeans should not be worn on Labor Day is outdated and irrelevant in 2019. This pair of straight-legged jeans flickers a little at the bottom, creating a shape that shows and enhances your curves. This style jean is ideal
for casual looks, especially when paired with a chunky sneaker. Shop it: High-Waisted Power Slim Straight Jeans For Women, No. 28 (was 45 USD), oldnavy.comMid-Rise Micro-Flare Jeans for WomenMid-Rise Micro-Flare Jeans for Women. (Photo: Old Navy) The 70s called, but we don't answer (we
want to give them their not return). These fit-and-flare jeans practically screams at me with a chunky sweater. Picture wear your favorite autumn essentials with these jeans, and don't try to crave a pumpkin spiced latte. Buy it: Mid-Rise Micro-Flare Jeans for Women, Women, with 30 percent off at
checkout (was 35 dollars), oldnavy.comRockstar 24/7 Jeggings for WomenRockstar 24/7 Jeggings for women. (Photo: Old Navy) A pair of black jeans can make a comfortable outfit fancy or make a fancy outfit more comfortable. Perfect for pairing with work blouses and date-night tops, this pair of
Jeggings is a closet essential. Shop it: Rockstar 24/7 Jeggings for Women, 32 dollars with 30 per cent off at checkout (was 40 dollars), oldnavy.comRead more of Yahoo Lifestyle:Follow us on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and Pinterestfor nonstop inspiration delivered fresh to your feed, every daywant
daily pop culture messages delivered to your inbox? Sign up for the Yahoo newsletter here.
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